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The material used to recreate this can be found at: www.unexcelledfishing.com
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p o ly  w i n g  spinner
tied by: Lorie Hagen

A poly spinner is a mayfly in it’s final reproductive 
stage. Often during a hatch, trout become very 
selective to feeding on the spent or expired spinners 
floating helplessly on the water. The body color of 
this fly can be changed to match almost any mayfly 
spinner. The poly bear wings give this fly good 
floatation. You can use it for wings on other spinner 
patterns as well. You can also use poly bear for the 
body as well. 

Hook | 305 Dry Fly | Sz 12-20

THread | UNI | Olive | 6/0 or 8/0

Body | Mohair Plus | Light Olive

Tail | Pheasant Tail

wing | Poly Bear | White or Cream

Vice | Hagen’s Deluxe Stainless Steel Vice

BoBBin | Rite Bobbin | Half Hitch Mag

« Step 1
Position your thread at the tailing point. Tying in 4-6 pheasant tail barbs. They should be the same 
length as the hook shank. 

« Step 2 

Place your Mohair Dubbing onto your thread and and dub 2/3’s of the hook shank. 

« Step 3
Cut a piece of poly bear for the wings. Mount in front of the dubbing. Use a dubbed crisscross 
to the wing mounting thread and in front of the wings. Tie off and whip finish. Trim wings to 
the same length as the hook shank. The wings should project outward, perpendicular to the 
shank.

now get ready to 
catch some fish!

A lot has been happening at Larva Lace lately. 
Be one of the first people to be updated by liking 
our page! Find us at: facebook.com/larvalace

YOU CAN NOW find 
us on facebook!

check out our featured product:

Fly BoX 
WITH FOAM INSERT

order # price

14206 $1.75

FLIES NOT INCLUDED.


